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Abstract. Tracking the evolution of discussions on online social spaces
is essential to assess populations’ main tendencies and concerns world-
wide. This paper investigates the relationship between topic evolution
and speech toxicity on Twitter. We construct a Dynamic Topic Evo-
lution Model (DyTEM) based on a corpus of collected tweets. To build
DyTEM, we leverage a combination of traditional static Topic Modelling
approaches and sentence embeddings using sBERT, a state-of-the-art
sentence transformer. The DyTEM is represented as a directed graph.
Then, we propose a hashtag-based method to validate the consistency of
the DyTEM and provide guidance for the hyperparameter selection. Our
study identifies five evolutionary steps or Topic Transition Types: Topic
Stagnation, Topic Merge, Topic Split, Topic Disappearance, and Topic
Emergence. We utilize a speech toxicity classification model to analyze
toxicity dynamics in topic evolution, comparing the Topic Transition
Types in terms of their toxicity. Our results reveal a positive correlation
between the popularity of a topic and its toxicity, with no statistically
significant difference in the presence of inflammatory speech among the
different transition types. These findings, along with the methods intro-
duced in this paper, have broader implications for understanding and
monitoring the impact of topic evolution on the online discourse, which
can potentially inform interventions and policy-making in addressing
toxic behavior in digital communities.

Keywords: Social Media Platforms · Twitter · Topic Modelling · Topic
Evolution · Discourse Toxicity

1 Introduction

The study of how topics in collections of documents evolve is not new [18, 8].
It follows naturally from the problem of automatically identifying topics [10]
and then considering the time at which each document was produced and their
lineage [2], i.e., when they emerge or collapse and their parent-child relationships.
Such a description can provide insights into trends across many areas – such as
in scientific literature [21, 27, 41], the web [6, 12], media [3, 26, 47], news [5, 49,
44, 36] – and the determinants of why some topic lineages extend longer while
others fall short.
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Online social networks – such as Twitter, Facebook, or Reddit – provide
a valuable resource to study human behavior at large [40], constituting a rich
source of observational data of individuals’ actions and interactions over time.
Text-based corpora from discussions on OSN can also be studied from a topic-
level description and benefit from considering their temporal evolution. Contrary
to collections of published documents – manuscripts or books – we often look
into speech to better understand the intricacies of social dynamics and human
behavior. The dynamics of topics emergence, merging, branching, persistence,
or decline comes then as a consequence of our choices on which discussions we
engage in and which not. In other words, our choices operate as a selective force
that defines which topics prevail and which fade away from collective memory.
Relevant in such dynamics are the language used within a topic, their efficiency
in carrying information, and the resulting perception actors have of speech.

OSN have been used not only to revisit old theories but also document new
phenomena such as social polarization and influence [16], information diffusion
[42], the spread of disinformation [35] and information virality [22]. While OSNs
provide access to large datasets, they come at the expense of requiring pre-
processing and feature engineering to be studied [1, 15], of underlying biases
that need to be accounted for [45], and experiments that need to be designed
[43]. Many techniques have become popularly adopted to address such chal-
lenges: text-mining and machine learning methods have been used to estimate
the Sentiment [34, 32, 37], Morality [24, 28, 4], or Toxicity [17] load in speech;
network analysis [19] is often used to study patterns of information diffusion,
connectivity, and community structure within Twitter.

Given this background, it is pertinent to ask how speech and associated fea-
tures can modulate the evolutionary dynamics of topics over time. In this paper,
we look at a large corpus of geolocated Tweets from New York (USA) to study
the extent to which the evolution of topics is modulated by the toxicity of the
embedded discourse. We use Topic Modelling methods and clustering techniques
to track the emergence, branching, merging, persistence, and disappearance of
topics from the social discussion. Specifically, we focus on discourse toxicity and
its impact on topic evolution. Toxicity, in the context of online communication,
refers to the presence of harmful, offensive, or aggressive language within a text.
It encompasses a wide range of negative behaviors and expressions, such as hate
speech, profanity, targeted harassment, personal attacks, threats, discriminatory
language, and other forms of abusive or derogatory communication. Toxicity can
manifest in various degrees, from mildly offensive remarks to extreme cases of
online harassment and cyberbullying.

Our goal is to analyze if the Toxicity of topics tends to drift into higher/lower
levels throughout their evolution and if there is any association between toxi-
city level and the topic’s popularity. We contribute to better understand and
effectively detect toxicity in online discourse, which is crucial for evaluating the
health of digital communication ecosystems and informing policy-making and
advancements in the domain of computational social science.
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2 Related Work

OSNs have become a valuable source of observational data to study human be-
havior and social dynamics [31, 7]. Among various OSNs, Twitter, a microblog-
ging online social network, has attracted significant attention from academic
researchers. Its unique features include short posts limited to 280 characters,
high frequency of posting, real-time accessibility to a global audience, and the
provision of a free API allowing researchers to extract unfiltered and filtered
content randomly or targeted from specific users or geolocations.

Although topic modeling is usually associated with the study and categoriza-
tion of extensive collections of documents, it can also be used to identify sets
of Tweets that share a common vocabulary. Naturally, dealing with short docu-
ments or tweets brings along several challenges, such as sparse co-occurrence of
words across documents, informal language, high content variability, and noisy
and irrelevant data. These challenges can affect the accuracy and reliability of
topic models, so pre-processing techniques, such as text normalization, removal
of stop words, and feature selection, are often applied to improve the quality of
the input data[48].

Most studies approach Topic Modelling as a static process, neglecting the
temporal dimension. However, when using Twitter data, we can track the evo-
lution of discourse through the timestamp of each Tweet. In the particular case
of topic evolution, several authors looked into dynamically modeling the public
discourse. Malik et al. [33], propose a visual framework to study complex trends
in public discussions over time. Abulaish and Fazil [2], studied topic evolution
as an m-bipartite Graph and applied it to analyze the Evolution of tweets from
Barack Obama, Donald Trump, and a Twitter Socialbot.

In both cases, the tweet corpus was divided into time bins, and Latent Dirich-
let Allocation (LDA) Topic Modelling was utilized to compute topics of each
time bin [9], which were then compared to subsequent time bins based on the
cosine similarity of constructed topic embeddings. However, these approaches
were tested on relatively small datasets of 16,199 and 3,200 Tweets, respectively,
and a Topic Evolution Model has not yet been applied to studying the dynamics
of speech toxicity.

In Alam et al [3], the temporal evolution of hashtag distributions for trend-
ing keywords is studied, the authors argue that combining hashtag information
allows for a more suitable breakdown of topics underlying trending keywords
while providing a context that offers better interpretability.

In addition to semantics, several speech characteristics can be inferred, which
might be relevant in understanding both the intention of the writer but also how
a reader perceives it. In that sense, perhaps the most popular text-based metric
used is the sentiment of a text, which attempts to capture whether a person was
expressing positive or negative thoughts through their speech [25]. However, the
sentiment is somewhat narrow and lacks the nuance of the depth and variety
of emotions. Other metrics that can be inferred from speech include the moral
load of a document based on the Moral Foundations Theory or the embedded
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Fig. 1. Language of collected Tweets as classified by the fasttext language detector

toxicity of a text, which attempts to capture the existence of hateful or harmful
language.

There are many proposed Text Mining approaches for detecting properties
like toxicity or the moral load of a document. Most are based on a corpus of
human-labeled documents[23]. Each document is transformed into a feature vec-
tor that embeds the relevant properties of the document. Then Machine Learning
[39] is applied to train a Model on the feature vectors using the human-generated
annotations as the ground truth.

The original contribution of this work lies in the construction of a dynamic
topic evolution model to analyze the relationship between topic evolution and
speech toxicity on geolocated tweets. By combining traditional static topic mod-
eling approaches and sBERT sentence embeddings, we represent the topic evolu-
tion model as a directed graph and introduce a hashtag-based method for valida-
tion and hyperparameter selection. Our study expands on the existing literature
by addressing the gap in understanding the dynamics of speech toxicity in topic
evolution and its implications for online discourse and digital communities.

3 Data and Methods

We use a corpus of approximately 8 Million Tweets published between 2020/06/02
and 2020/11/03 and geo-located around the city of New York, USA. These cover
a particularly interesting period of recent US history, which was marked by, for
instance, the George Floyd protests, the strengthening of the Black Lives Mat-
ter movement and the 2020 presidential election race. The dataset was obtained
using the free Twitter Academic API, with the only restriction being the geoloca-
tion of the tweets. Contrary to other studies, we have not focused on a particular
topic or account. Instead, we resort to the collection in bulk of random tweets
from the Twitter timeline.

Tweets are uniformly distributed in time, and on average we have 53,859
tweets per day (154 days in total). The dataset contains 364,918 unique hashtags
with every hashtag occurring on average 4.81 times in the corpus. In order to
further reduce the sparsity of the dataset and increase the number of token co-
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Fig. 2. The tweet corpus is divided into I time bins. The tweets in each bin are then
clustered using the GSDMM Topic Modelling Algorithm.

occurrences between semantically similar documents, the following preprocessing
steps were applied to the entire tweet corpus.

– Lowercasing of alphabetical characters.
– Removal of all emojis from the dataset.
– Deduplication of Tweets.
– Removal of all non-alphanumeric characters.
– Discarding of tokens containing less than 2 characters.
– Filtering out Tweets with less than 20 characters.
– Application of the fastText language detector [29, 30] to remove tweets not

written in English.
– Lemmatization.

After applying these preprocessing steps the number of tweets in the corpus
reduces by 37% to 5,197,172 Tweets.

Since the goal is to study topic evolution, we start by splitting the tweet
corpus into non-overlapping time intervals of 10 days. Which leads to approxi-
mately 350.000 tweets per time interval, and eleven time intervals. The choice
of non-overlapping time intervals over a sliding window method was done in or-
der to reduce the number of time intervals to analyze and subsequently lower
computational costs.

3.1 Topic Modelling and DAG Lineage

We use the Generalized Scalable Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture Model (GS-
DMM) to identify existing topics in the corpus [46]. We run GSDMM indepen-
dently for each of the time bins, see Figure 2, and subsequently, we perform
a topic linkage between the different time windows in order to obtain an ap-
proximation of topic evolution throughout the studied period, and as such their
lineage.

The GSDMM is a variant of the popular LDA model, that is particularly
useful for handling sparse data. GSDMM requires two hyperparameters, one that
is used to represent the relative weight given to each cluster of words (α) and a
second to represent the significance of each word in determining a document’s
topic distribution (β). Following Yin and Wang [46], we consider α = β = 0.1
and we run GSDMM for 20 iterations for each time bin. GSDMM is able to
automatically infer the number of topics, therefore it is simply necessary to
initialize the number of topics, which we set to 120.
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Fig. 3. Collection of Linkage Methods that can be used to quantify the distance be-
tween two Topics. Please note that it is required to have an embedding on the document
level. In our case, we utilize sBERT to obtain a numerical vector for each Tweet.

At this stage, all time bins are considered independently from one another
and topics are disconnected. Each tweet can be associated with a specific time
bin and topic. To maintain consistent notations throughout the manuscript, let
us define that M i

j refers to a set of tweets that are associated with topic j at
time i. Moving to the temporal evolution of Topics, we represent Topics and
their parent-child relationship by means of an M-partite Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG). Each partition corresponds to all topics (j) of a given time bin (i), and
edges connecting topics are an ordered pair of nodes (M i

j , M
i+1
j ) in two adjacent

time windows.
In order to identify relationships between topics, we measure the semantic

similarity between all topics from adjacent partitions. To that end, we use Sen-
tenceBERT (short sBERT), a pre-trained transformer-based model that can be
used to encode each tweet into a high-dimensional feature vector[38]. The co-
sine distance between data points in this vector space is a metric to quantify
the inverse semantic similarity of documents. A topic is a set of data points in
the vector space that in order to compute the proximity of two topics needs to
be compared to another set of data points in the same vector space created by
sBERT. When computing the distance of two sets of data points we perform
a Centroid Linkage approach [13]. We choose this approach over others due to
its relative robustness against outliers when compared to, for instance, single
or complete linkage methods and for being more computationally efficient than
Ward linkage.

Finally, we use a threshold-based approach to select which candidate edges
should be considered, in that sense we only consider edges that represent sim-
ilarities (measured by the cosine similarity) between topics that are greater or
equal to a threshold parameter ε.
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Fig. 4. Static Topic results are used to build a graph representation of the Topic
Evolution. Topics of adjacent Time Bins are connected if a proximity threshold ε is
exceeded.

3.2 Transition Types

By definition, a topic M i
j can be connected to multiple topics from time bin

i + 1. Since multiple topics from time bin i + 1 can have a similarity with M i
j

that exceeds ε, a parent topic node can have more than one child topic. This
is also true the other way around. A child topic M i

j can have more than one
parent topic, i.e., if multiple topics from time bin i+1 are similar enough to M i

j

to exceed the proximity threshold ε. Hence, between time bin i and i + 1 the
following scenarios are possible to observe:

1. A Topic M i
j splits into multiple Topics if the outdegree of M i

j exceeds 1.
2. Multiple Topics merge into one Topic M i+1

j if the indegree of M i+1
j exceeds

1.
3. A Topic M i

j stagnates if it has a single child topic M i+1
j that has a single

parent Topic. In other words, M i
j needs to have an outdegree of 1 while its

child Topic needs to have an indegree of 1.
4. M i

j disappears if it has an outdegree of 0 (in other words: it has no child
topic).

5. M i+1
j emerges if it has an indegree of 0 (in other words: it has no parent

topic).

These five scenarios are referred to as transition types throughout the rest of
this paper. Moreover, by definition, topics in the first time bin do not emerge
and topics in the last time bin do not disappear.

Figure 5 shows an illustrative example of the topic evolution. Taking topics
at Bin 1 that are associated with the Black-Lives-Matter (BLM) movement,
we follow their topic lineage for time 4 iterations. Each box corresponds to a
topic and shows the five most popular hashtags. Topics that have BLM-related
hashtags among the most popular hashtags are mostly connected to topics that
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Fig. 5. Sample Topic Trajectories. Topics labeled with the 5 most frequent hashtags.
A proximity threshold ε = 0.8 was chosen.

also contain BLM-related hashtags frequently. In this spot check a topic split
was detected between Time Bin 1 and Time Bin 2, where BLM seems to split
into two topics: one continues to be around the BLM events, and the second
gears towards a more political topic involving Donald Trump.

As discussed above, the threshold ε is the only hyperparameter in the Topic
Evolution approach presented in this paper. However, the selection of ε has a
strong effect on the structure of the resulting DAG. To give an overview of the
sensitivity of ε, figure 6 shows the proportion of each transition type in different
values of ε. When selecting a value of ε close to its maximum value, only topics are
connected that are almost identical between time bins. In this scenario, almost
all transitions would be of type emergence and disappearance, because child or
parent topics are due to the strict proximity requirement barely detected. In a
scenario where ε is chosen to be a value close to its minimum value, almost all
topics are connected to all topics from adjacent time bins. Therefore, in this case
most topics are splitting and merging between time bins.

In order to validate the dynamic topic evolution DAG, we analyse whether the
linkage done based on the BERT text embeddings is reflected by the distribution
of hashtags across topics. We quantify the similarity of hashtags using the Jensen-
Shannon-Divergence and compute it for each edge of the DAG. Starting from
ε close to 1 only very similar topics are connected. The number of connections
is therefore small while these few connected topics have a similar distribution
of hashtags. As we decrease ε less similar topics are connected, which is why
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Fig. 6. Impact of the proximity threshold ε on the Transition Types Distribution

Fig. 7. Similarity of the distribution of hashtags across connected Topics in different
value for ε

the number of edges in the DAG increases and the distribution of hashtags
becomes less similar across connected topics. The fact that the hashtag similarity
of connected topics is increasing in ε confirms the consistency of the model.
Hashtags can arguably serve as a user-generated ground truth label for the Topic
of a Tweet and in the given case support the linkage of topics discussed above.
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4 Studying Toxicity in Topic Evolution

When analyzing the language used in a text corpus, toxicity means the exis-
tence of harmful or inflammatory language. Laura Hanu [20] proposed a machine
learning model, Detoxify, that can estimate the level of embedded toxicity in a
text. Although Detoxify is not trained on tweets but on a set of human-labeled
Wikipedia comments, it is assumed that the model generalizes well enough to
provide a good estimate for the level of toxicity in tweets. While Detoxify is a
multi-label model that provides estimates for multiple speech characteristics, in
the following analysis solely the toxicity of a document is used. While Detoxify
returns a continuous level of toxicity between 0 and 1, the bimodal distribution
suggests that it is reasonable to map the values to a binary variable. Binarizing
the toxicity distribution is in line with the model’s training on discrete human-
annotated labels, which helps maintain consistency in the analysis and makes
interpreting the results in relation to the original training data more straight-
forward. Using a cut-off threshold of 0.5, approximately 11% of the tweets are
identified as toxic. This value is in line with other studies. Studies focusing
on more controversial topics typically have a higher percentage of toxic tweets.
Broad studies which focus on stronger definitions of toxicity, like hate speech
and hateful content, have lower. For instance, a study by Davidson et al. (2017)
[11] analyzed a dataset of over 25,000 tweets and found that around 5% of them
contained hate speech. Another study by Founta et al. (2018) [14] analyzed a
dataset of 80,000 tweets and found around 4% of abusive and hateful tweets in
their random sample. Since we are focusing on the emergence of topics a higher
fraction can help keep track of more nuanced topics.

The binarized toxicity can be included in the Topic Evolution DAG in the
following manner. Each topic node is assigned with an attribute indicating the
percentage of toxic tweets detected in the topic. Each edge of the Graph is as-
signed with an attribute called ∆toxicity that is calculated as follows, indicating
the relative change in the percentage of toxic tweets.

∆Toxicity =
Toxicity(childTopic)

Toxicity(parentTopic)
− 1 (1)

4.1 Toxicity per transition type

Each edge of the DAG belongs to at least one of the 5 transition types de-
fined in chapter 3. Each merge and split transition, by definition, has multiple
∆Toxicity values assigned. Do topics tend to become more/less toxic when they
merge/split/emerge/disappear/stagnate? The goal is to find out whether or not
certain transition types have significantly different average ∆Toxicity. The dis-
tribution of ∆Toxicity per transition type is presented in figure 8.

The results indicate no significant difference between the distributions of
∆Toxicity across transition types. The mean ∆Toxicity is near zero for all
distributions, meaning that none of the transition types is correlated with a
significant change in the percentage of inflammatory speech.
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Fig. 8. Distribution of ∆Toxicity broken down by transition type. A proximity thresh-
old of ε = 0.8 was chosen. Topics with a Popularity < 30 were discarded.

Fig. 9. Relationship between the Topic Toxicity and Topic Popularity (measured in
Tweets per Topic)

4.2 Relationship Topic Popularity - Toxicity

We can measure topic popularity by assessing the number of tweets in each topic.
We now analyse the relationship between Topic Popularity and Topic Toxicity.
Do popular topics tend to be more or less toxic than niche Topics? As presented
in Figure 10 and 9, our results indicate a parabola-shaped distribution of topics in
the popularity-toxicity space. Ignoring micro topics with a popularity of less than
15 tweets, topic popularity is positively correlated with topic toxicity. Because
of its right-skewed distribution, the topic popularity was log-transformed.
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Fig. 10. Relationship between the Topic Toxicity and Topic Popularity grouped by
time bin. Because of its skewed distribution the Topic Popularity was log transformed.
Topics with an Popularity < 30 were discarded

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, this study introduces a dynamic Topic Evolution Modeling ap-
proach that represents topic trajectories in an M-partite-DAG. We analyzed the
impact of the proximity threshold selection on the graph structure and validated
the model’s consistency using hashtags present in the tweets. Both manual spot
checks of sample topic trajectories and quantification of hashtag similarity for all
connected topics in the graph confirmed the model’s consistency. Our findings
reveal a positive correlation between topic popularity and toxicity, suggesting
that viral topics tend to contain more inflammatory speech characteristics than
niche topics. Moreover, we examined whether the level of speech toxicity evolves
equally across all transition types. Our results indicate no significant difference
in toxicity changes across the transition types, with changes being close to zero
for all types. Despite the insights provided by our study, future research should
aim to validate these results on other datasets with larger sample sizes and
denser data. Additionally, while our current model focuses on topics emerging in
adjacent time bins, it could be extended to consider the re-emergence of topics
by comparing topics from non-adjacent time bins. This extension would remove
the M-partite property of the graph but enable a more profound understanding
of topic evolution.

In summary, our dynamic Topic Evolution Modeling approach offers a valu-
able tool for analyzing the relationship between topic dynamics and toxicity in
Twitter discussions. This work contributes to the existing literature on online
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discourse and can inform future research on the nature of social media conversa-
tions and potential interventions to reduce toxicity and promote healthier digital
spaces.
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